Abstract—In order to build virtual humans with pleasing interactions in virtual scenarios, a consistent representation of all relevant relations and information is required. For virtual scenarios, this equates to having a meaningful (semantic) understanding of the objects and virtual agent performable actions in the scenario. The process of creating semantics for rich virtual environments is a tedious and time consuming endeavor, such that only the most pertinent pieces of information are added to the most used objects in the scene. This has the effect of decreasing realism as only a few objects can be acted upon. Furthermore, authoring relations by hand does not guarantee consistent semantics, which can also erode realism. We discuss the need and progress in automating semantic generation for objects and actions in virtual scenarios. We provide special consideration for semantics connecting objects to actions, known as operational information. We also examine the need for automated methods to generate domain specific knowledge such that a virtual environment is not overburdened by semantic information but instead finds a balance of relations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual humans have played an impressive role in creating more realistic virtual scenarios. They provide ambiance as Non-Player Characters is games [1], and are essential for testing out new scenarios before physical humans work in them [2], [3]. For a virtual human to have a meaningful impact on the environment, it requires the ability to move and interact with objects and other agents. This can be as simple as walking in a straight line in a room or as complex as ordering a drink, which would require several animations and connections to objects and other agents in the environment. One of the grand challenges to increased levels of presence in virtual reality is taking into account the expectation of participants as those expectations relate to real human behaviors [4]. While this is generally the goal of virtual human simulation, having uncommon or atypical behavior is sometimes required, especially when virtual humans are used for training simulations [5]. Uncommon behavior may also be emergent, which provides plausible action combinations that the simulation author does not intend, but is appropriate and pleasing in the simulation. Behaviors portrayed through animations performed by a virtual human can be executed either sequentially or in parallel as long as an understanding is in place for the proper order of the actions. Animations can be controlled by scripting actions, through state machines or decision networks [6], and is a common method in game design to piece together animations and ground them in a 3-D virtual environment.

Rich virtual environments are complex, containing several dozens or even hundreds of objects. Creating agent behavior scripts for each action and object desired in a scenario can be a time-consuming and tedious process. A mistake in one script can have immersion breaking impact on the scenario. It also makes it more difficult to have emergent actions occur in a simulation. Modulization of domain knowledge on graphical models and animations can mitigate errors, as the scripts can then use known information parameters, (i.e. semantics), such as density and hue. Note that these properties do not have to be directly related to the graphical objects, but instead can provide precise knowledge that can be used in other systems of the scenario, such as qualitative physics engines [7]. Animated actions can also have semantics attached to them in a similar way graphical objects do, such as the goal or type of animation. Action semantics are generally used to modularize scripts themselves, allowing high level agent decision making processes to determine which action should be performed.

Development of semantics for virtual humans is generally an author-driven process, in that it still requires a user to provide grounded values for all semantics. Even with templates, as the number of unique objects and actions grows it becomes prohibitive to author large amounts of semantic data. Furthermore, semantic relations which require several relationships in their representation, such as operational information which connects virtual human actions to all participant objects, must have knowledge of the purpose and effect of each part of the relationship. These requirements cause semantic development to be ad-hoc in nature, crippling the intended purpose of creating domain focused knowledge; namely transferability from one scenario to a similar one. This work creates the foundation for the claim that automated inclusion of action and object semantics is critical to increasing the utility of virtual environments. Consistent, automated methods of semantic generation would allow transferability of relationships between scenarios, as they should in theory generate similar semantics for similar scenarios.

In order to determine the usefulness of automated methods for semantics in virtual scenarios, it is important to understand the type of semantics required for virtual agents and environments. Then, requirements for consistent automated techniques for semantic generation for virtual agents and environments can be determined. This paper is organized in the following manner: Section II lays the foundation for semantic information of virtual objects and describes how semantics are used by other processes in a virtual simulation. Section III
describes semantics attached to animations, mainly for use by virtual humans. It also goes into detail on interactional or operational information, which is used by virtual characters to determine how to combine and interact with objects. We use these two sections as a basis for dividing an ontology for virtual humans into an action and object component. Finally Section IV describes methods to automate the generation of semantics, and argues the need for methods that generate pertinent semantics for agent actions. It also argues why ontologies connected to a virtual scenario aid in the creation of these semantics.

II. Semantic Information of Objects

Semantic information of objects has been a widely studied topic in virtual environments and a survey on the subject can be found in [8]. One interesting topic in the semantics of objects is that of Smart Objects [9], [10], which have also gone by the name of environmental object models [11], with the difference being the use of an ontology in the later to manage domain knowledge. Both of these models allow simulation authors to create templates with specific properties that can be filled in. For example, a door object can have a wooden or metal property. From examination, properties can be set in a templated slot either through binary, set, or continuous semantics. Binary semantics are either true or false meanings that are applied to every object, and differ from continuous semantics (such as temperature) and set semantics (such as RGB color) in that binary semantics do not need to be grounded by an author at run-time (in the general case). Other aspects of a virtual simulation can take advantage of these known slots, such as having all wooden items burn. This allows an author to add a structured sense of realism to the scenario.

Using semantics has had a profound impact on the types of background interactions that take place in a virtual environment. Lugrin and Cavazza used an ontology of semantic relations and a differentiation of recognition and execution of actions in order to create more emergent simulations [12]. Semantics of virtual objects have also been used to create virtual environments, either as a tool aiding simulation authors to create more plausible environments [13] or through automated generation of environments [14]. More emergent simulations in both creation and effect provide a more immersive experience for a physical human, but unless it is described to a virtual human, will still go unnoticed. Therefore, any semantic system for objects must also capture the changing information, and provide that to virtual humans.

Virtual humans capture object semantics through the use of perception and attention [15], [11], [16]. Perception and attention methods focus a virtual human by only allowing the character to know of objects in their environment that a physical human would notice. This changes and simplifies the objects that a virtual human would consider when deciding on actions. The modular nature of object semantics allows comparisons to be made between different objects and quickly determine what is important for the virtual agent to know in the environment. Salient methods that process the environment by generating true graphical or false color images require creating and then processing the image. For groups of virtual agents, this means generating several frames from different perspectives (one from each agent) and then running computer vision techniques on each. While this scales well for the number of objects in the scene, it becomes prohibitive as the number of agents increase. Semantic methods, especially ones that allow for a large amount of overlap in processing, allow for more virtual agents to have more human-like behaviors.

III. Semantic Information of Actions

Semantic information of actions affords virtual humans the ability to compare and decide on which action to perform. In many cases, action semantics consist of goal states [17], [18], and a few formal languages designed for agent decision use goal states [19], [20]. Goal oriented decision making is a straight-forward approach to determine the agent’s next action and determining those goals is the approach of Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agents. When two similar actions with the same end goal are considered, other semantics pertinent to the scenario, such as the duration or necessary pre-conditions of the action, allow for one action to be chosen over another. This shows that action semantics originate in the artificial intelligence community and are used in agent decision making.

In the virtual agent’s community there have been several proposals to connect actions to objects, mainly following the methodology of Smart Objects [9]. The terminology from these proposals is not consistent and can be compared in Table I, found in the appendix. As there are slight differences in the definitions, this work will use interactional information when referring to the general case of action semantics attached to objects, such that the interaction is known to the virtual character through the object. Interaction information is a form of action semantics that connects 3D graphical models with the animations a virtual human would perform, with the term being coined in Farenc et al. [21]. Peters et al. [22] introduced the idea of interactional information as slots, allowing multiple agents to interact using an object. This consisted of having a simulation author create a site-action pair and link connections with actions through a script as seen in Figure 1a. Donikian and Paris [23] used the concept of affordances to attach virtual objects to animations. Heckel and Youngblood [24] further removed affordance connections from the virtual agent’s consideration if the smart object was not in a correct state to be used in the action. Finally, Kraayenbrink et al. [2] used interactional information to control action selection for populations of virtual humans. The progress made in these works is meant to ease the cognitive decision process that virtual characters must make when selecting actions to perform given available resources in the scenario.

Interactional information connects smart objects to virtual human animation through the use of action-site combinations. This relationship between actions and objects is in almost all cases connected to the object, providing the scripts
TABLE I: A list of different names to connect action and objects in a virtual simulation. Different meanings of the same word have been broken up into separate entries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Used By</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interactional</td>
<td>Kallmann and Thalmann [9], Farenc et al [21], Peter et al [22]</td>
<td>A site connected to an action with which a virtual human can activate that site to start a script for that action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordance</td>
<td>Donikian and Paris [23], Heckel and Youngblood [24], kapadia et al. [25]</td>
<td>A broadcasted action script that can be performed using an object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordance</td>
<td>Gibson [26], Sequerra et al. [15]</td>
<td>Determining contextual actions that can be performed on a graphical model based on the physical representation of the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Balint and Allbeck [27]</td>
<td>An object or set of objects connected to an action script that will be used in either one step or during the entire action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to the character if the character wishes to use that object. This has the effect of forcing the character to decide on an action through the consideration of all objects in the environment. Many of the goal directed action representations available to BDI agents preform their planning over an action library, determining if an action can be performed by examining STRIPS-like pre-conditions [28], [29], [25]. In these cases, the objects in the environment become requirements to perform the action, as seen in Figure 1b. Examining interactional information as a requirement of an action instead of a container of an action, which we call operational information, has an advantage over interactional information, in that it allows virtual characters the ability to reason over actions. Operational information is another semantic of the action, and is in addition to other action semantics such as the effects of the action on the environment. Reasoning over interactional information forces agents to reason over objects, when in general the existence of an object in a given state is all that matters to the creation of an action. For automated methods of interactional information in rich environments, the sheer scale of choices can be cumbersome for virtual agents and impossible for crowds of virtual agents to reason over. For example, Figure 2 shows all actions connected to objects (without site information). If a representation of semantics allows for the connection that interactional information provides between agent actions and objects to be converted into operational information, such as converting Figure 1a to 1b, then operational information should be used for virtual human decision making.

Fig. 1: A sample (a) interactional information and the equivalent (b) operational information for the action sit and two objects.

Fig. 2: A virtual environment displaying all actions that can be used on each object. The number of actions used in this data-set is approximately sixty. There is a large amount of overlap for actions due to objects being of a similar template. A virtual human deciding on an action would examine all or a subset of the actions attached to all or a subset of the objects, which would require examining several redundant actions.

IV. AUTOMATED GENERATION OF SEMANTICS

Until this point, we have discussed the uses of semantics for characters in virtual scenarios, but have not described how these semantics are generated and added to a virtual scenario. This is because the literature on creating semantics for virtual humans and environments is largely silent, instead focusing on the representation of semantics. It therefore should be assumed that simulation authors add in semantics manually, which as discussed previously, becomes prohibitive for large, rich virtual environments. Automatic generation of sites has been examined as an application of part recognition in computer graphics [30], [31], [32], and this information can be transferred from one object to another. Part recognition is valuable for interactional information, where parts can be automatically linked to actions. This would include being
able to generate a handle for a grasp site or find large flat surfaces for a sit action from a labeled set of parts. For complex actions involving several objects, or for objects that use actions not based off of affordances, other methods to generate semantics are needed.

Semantic information for objects and actions to be stored is in an ontology. Ontologies contain relationships and taxonomies, such that information can be attached to a semantic concept, and links to that abstract concept can be assumed to have relationships between them. Taxonomies also allow for semantic data to be placed at more general abstractions of an object or action, reducing the redundancy between objects. Ontologies have been used by several virtual simulations [29], [33], [12], [34] to connect and provide meaning to the objects and actions virtual humans must interact with. Ontology research such as Drumond and Girardri [35] makes a distinction between concepts with a taxonomic relationship (IsA or IsPartOf relationships) and non-taxonomic relationships (such as operational information). This break-down of relationships becomes a key concept in ontological learning methods.

If we assume that the 3-D models and animation information is connected together in an ontology, then techniques used in ontology generation become available for semantic generation. The field of ontology generation and learning from large data-sets is a well studied topic, with several books [36], [37] and survey papers written on the topic [35]. Ontology learning from structured and semi-structured data sources generates consistent hierarchies over different parameters, as the learning methods are essentially pruning away unnecessary data. Techniques to generate ontologies for virtual humans have made some progress using semi-structured data sources such as WordNet [38].

A. Ontology Generation for Virtual Humans

Throughout this paper, it has been made clear that there are two important pieces of virtual humans interacting in virtual environments, the 3-D graphical models (objects) and animations (actions). These pieces are fundamentally distinct and their creation and use, connected strictly through interactional or operational information. Therefore, we can divide an ontology into two distinct hierarchies, tackling each separately. Dividing the ontology into objects and actions can focus the information extraction process, and remove the confusion attempting to process both at the same time entails.

For example, graphical models and animations are related to nouns and verbs from natural language, and there are several words that can be both, such as a *cooking* (model) who *cooks* (verb). If the names of the action or object are used to retrieve semantic information about it, then the system must determine its proper meaning from a larger set (the set of verbs and nouns). A smaller set would increase the accuracy of generation, and since objects and actions are disjoint, the author can propagate this distinction before semantic generation begins.

Information retrieval for virtual humans has seen progress in each of these two sub-problems. Pelkey and Allbeck [39] used the names of 3-D models to build up a taxonomy of objects, and attach binary semantics to each object. In their paper, objects such as a *shrimp platter* are connected with a taxonomic relation to *food* and have a non-taxonomic relation to *edible*. Both of these semantics are attached to all shrimp-platters in the scene, and therefore, all *shrimp platter* are considered *edible*. For action semantics, Balint and Allbeck [27] created a taxonomy of actions, and populated operational information from an already generated object hierarchy, considering only the objects in question. They provide an example of *cooking*, which connect a *cooking* action to a *food* object in a pre-built object ontology. Using these two methods together would connect *cooking* to a *shrimp platter* object. This method was tested against a ground truth, with a maximum recall achievable around 60%. It is discussed in the conclusion of this work that the other 40% of the operational information was contained through binary or set semantics that would be attached to objects.

Each of these techniques have been able to generate taxonomies and retrieve semantics for separate pieces of a virtual simulation. However, pieces of a virtual simulation should co-exist, that is, the actions a virtual human can perform should fit in with the objects available in an environment. For planning systems, having operational information is useful for determining what actions can be performed (at run-time or pre-planned), but operational connections can be decided during a specification phase, when the ontologies are generated. Provided a set of actions and object are known, the important domain knowledge for virtual humans in that system should exist before any planning system is necessary. Having an understanding of the actions and objects in a scenario should also allow a system to know what properties are not needed in the simulation. For example, if a simulation author does not have objects that have the property of *containing* a liquid, then it does not make sense to have an action require *containing* a liquid. If a simulation author then added an object with a *containing* property, the automated methods should propagate this change by rebuilding the ontology. From Pelkey and Allbeck, adding objects does not seriously impact the time to create a hierarchy, and so the generation systems could stay consistent, even with this change. Therefore, while progress has been made due to separating out the semantics, methods that will inevitably combine the relationships are still needed.

V. Conclusions

According to VR experts, one of the grand challenges to increased levels of presence is taking into account the expectation of participants as those expectation relate to real human behaviors, hence a need for additional domain knowledge [4]. In this paper we have discussed automated methods for assembling such semantics. While the use of semantics is constrained to what a simulation author can produce, methods to automate the generation and population of semantics for virtual scenarios are starting to be developed, especially methods to populate ontologies for virtual environments. These techniques benefit from dividing
One possible avenue of future work should be to determine if techniques can be developed that symbiotically build the ontology through each component, using the semantics of one to improve the retrieval of the other.
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